Browsing gene banks for Fe2S2 ferredoxins and structural modeling of 88 plant-type sequences: an analysis of fold and function.
One-hundred-and-seventy-nine sequences of Fe2S2 ferredoxins and ferredoxin precursors were identified in and retrieved from currently available protein and cDNA databases. On the basis of their cluster-binding patterns, these sequences were divided into three groups: those containing the CX4CX2CXnC pattern (plant-type ferredoxins), those with the CX5CX2CXnC pattern (adrenodoxins), and those with a different pattern. These three groups contain, respectively, 139, 36, and 4 sequences. After excluding ferredoxin precursors in the first group, two subgroups were identified, again based on their cluster-binding patterns: 88 sequences had the CX4CX2CX29C pattern, and 29 had the CX4CX2CXmC (m not equal 29) pattern. The structures of the 88 ferredoxins with the CX4CX2CX29C pattern were modeled based on the available experimental structures of nine proteins within this same group. The modeling procedure was tested by building structural models for the ferredoxins with known structures. The models resulted, on average, in being within 1 A of the backbone root-mean-square deviation from the corresponding experimental structures. In addition, these structural models were shown to be of high quality by using assessment procedures based on energetic and stereochemical parameters. Thus, these models formed a reliable structural database for this group of ferredoxins, which is meaningful within the framework of current structural genomics efforts. From the analysis of the structural database generated it was observed that the secondary structural elements and the overall three-dimensional structures are maintained throughout the superfamily. In particular, the residues in the hydrophobic core of the protein were found to be either absolutely conserved or conservatively substituted. In addition, certain solvent-accessible charged groups, as well as hydrophobic groups, were found to be conserved to the same degree as the core residues. The patterns of conservation of exposed residues identified the regions of the protein that are critical for its function in electron transfer. An extensive analysis of protein-protein interactions is now possible. Some conserved interactions between residues have been identified and related to structural and/or functional features. All this information could not be obtained from the analyses of the primary sequences alone. Finally, the analysis of the sequences of the related subgroup featuring the CX4CX2CXmC (m not equal 29) cluster-binding pattern in the light of the structural and functional insights provided by the inspection of the mentioned structural database affords some hints on the functional features of ferredoxins belonging to this subgroup.